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MAJOR THESES

• Theoretical 
• Revolutions are chronotopes of new unprecedented beginnings’ establishment 
• Results of revolutions depend on revolutionary beliefs-practices
• Modernity is produced by revolutions 
• Modernity can be reversed in demodernization processes

• Historical 
• Ukraine’s 20th century modernization is done in competition and cooperation of 

two revolutionary approaches: republican and socialist 
• Pre-, Soviet and post-Soviet Ukraine resulted from interrelation of republicanism 

VS socialism, modernization VS demodernization



THEORY

• Revolutions are chronotopes of new unprecedented 

beginnings’ establishment 

• Historicist belief-practice(Marxisms, nationalisms): 

revolution as a rapid change 

• French Revolution, October Revolution 

• A-historical belief-practice (liberal, technocratic): 

revolution as a period of new beginnings

• American Revolution, many later attempts 



THEORY 2

• Results of revolutions depend on revolutionary beliefs-practices
• Political/social imagination as opportunity and limitation
• In 19th - 20th centuries scientific foundation was key for 

revolutionary practices
• Social engeneering: scientifically founded Revolution leads to 

experiments with society, its time and space and a Human 
him/her-self 

• Socio-political experiment is a radical case of social 
engineering aiming to implement Utopian aims 
supported/articulated by social theories and totalitarian 
ideologies of late Modernity

• Examples: Lenin’s speeding up of history; Bandera’s 
ethnoracial hypothesis; Pol Pot’s urban theory 



THEORY 3

• Modernity is produced by revolutions 

• Modernity breaks with Traditions’ rule through revolutionary 
efforts where new beginnings depart from institutions 
sanctioned by precedent 

• Multiple modernities start with revolutions in different times 
and in different societies 

• Modernities compete and may promote or hinder 
modernization in each others cultural domains 



THEORY 4

• Modernity can be reversed in demodernization
processes

• Conservative revolutions, reactionary practices, 
neo-traditionalism 

• Reverse development: socio-cultural movement to 
previous forms of local modernity

• Post-Soviet Ukraine as an example of 
demodernization or cyclic dystopias 



HISTORY

• Ukraine’s 20th century modernization is done in competition and cooperation of two 
revolutionary approaches: republican and socialist 

• February Revolution:
• New beginnings of Republicanism, Nationalism (dominating over Socialism), Citizenship, 

Territories 
• Result: stable (Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland) and unstable republics (Russia, 

Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan etc.)
• October Revolution: 

• New beginnings of Socialism (dominating over nationalism), Radas/Soviets, One-Party-
System, Red Army of Workers and Peasants 

• Results: Bolshevik experiments (USSR, NEP, planned economy, ideological dominance)
• Riga Agreement, 1921: a symbol of two R’s coexistence 









HISTORY 2

• Ukraine’s 20th century modernization is done in competition and 
cooperation of two revolutionary approaches: republican and 
socialist 
• Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic as compromise between socialist 

and republican case in 1922-1941
• Ethnonationalist form of revolutionary republicanism in 1930ies Eastern 

Halychyna and under Nazi occupation (1941-1944) 
• Socialist dominance in post-War Ukraine (1945 – 1989) 
• Ukraine’s Perestroika-Perebudova as re-invention of national-

democratic republicanism



HISTORY 3

• Post-Soviet Ukraine: decline of the social-democratic and the rise of national-
conservative republicanism

• Two revolutionary cycles:
• 1992 (independent state) – 2004 (Orange Revolution) ; 2005 (Westernization 

attempt) – 2013 (Euromaidan) ; 2014 (Westernization attempt) – ? 
• Pattern: 

• Stage 1: revolutionary promises (democracy, rule of law, separation of power 
and property)

• Stage 2: rise of clans (disorientation, crisis, survival issue) 
• Stage 3: rise of one ruling clan (non-democratic consolidation of power)
• Stage 4: resistance, overthrow of regime, and revolutionary promises 



HISTORY 3.2

• Post-Soviet Ukraine: decline of the social-democratic and the rise of national-
conservative republicanism

• Two revolutionary cycles:
• 1992 (independent state) – 2004 (Orange Revolution) ; 2005 (Westernization 

attempt) – 2013 (Euromaidan) ; 2014 (Westernization attempt) – ? 
• Difference:

• Lesser population participate in each cycle 
• More radical conflict 
• Lesser role of socialist beliefs, more role of conservative republicanism 
• Stronger demodernizing effect 



SOVIET UKRAINE’S MODERNIZATION

• Forced industrialization (economic 
rationality, technological revolution)

• Forced collectivization (faith in 
efficiency big agricultural 
companies)

• Government without limits, 
totalization of power 

• Cultural revolution 
• Forceful destruction of peasant 

traditional culture
• Modernization without 

emancipation 



SOVIET UKRAINE’S DEMODERNIZATION

• CPSU policies in 1927-29 and the rise of clans 
• Survival under forced modernization of 1930-s; System over Life-World 
• WWII and post-war Stalinism: normalization of the Soviet
• Emerging of post-totalitarian Soviet neotraditionalism
• Soviet Scientific rationality in Ukraine, and its limitations
• Chernobyl trauma and late Soviet antiscientism



UKRAINE’S (DE)MODERNIZATION

• New types of antiscientism
• Neotraditionalism (group emancipation of ethnonational and neo-Sovietist

type)
• Racial beliefs and nationalist historicity
• New religiosity and clericalization
• Political personalism and collectivism 





CONCLUSIONS

• Revolutionary Cycles continue in Ukraine
• Modernization and Demodernization interplay is in place with dystopic 

effect 
• Socialist revolutionary beliefs-practices in decline, with variety of 

radical conservative experiments 
• Modernity is an un-finished project


